In this paper we present two comparable spontaneous speech corpora and develop a cross-linguistic study on the usage of dialogic units in spoken Brazilian Portuguese and Italian. Dialogic units are information units (IU) dedicated to regulate the communication and are commonly called discourse markers. In linguistics literature, discourse markers are often defined as linguistic expressions that lose their semantic meaning and its original morphosyntactic value that do not belong to the semantic and syntactic structure of the utterance. Such expressions do not affect the truth value of the utterance [1], and are not part of the propositional content of the message conveyed, therefore not contributing to the meaning of the proposition itself [2]. They acquire different pragmatic functions, that can be textual or meta-textual. Some textual features usually attributed to discourse markers are turn-taking, silence filling, phatic function, request for attention, agreement and confirmation. Meta-textual functions can be focus, demarcation, indication of paraphrase or reformulation, modality, among others [3]. However, there is little agreement regarding the number of discourse markers, as to their functions and the criteria to define them. Discourse markers are often related to concepts such as form, attitude and emotion [4], but there are also no agreement regarding these concepts. Some authors note a strong correlation between discourse markers and some prosodic properties, such as the fact that they tend to be uttered in a dedicated prosodic unit that can be eliminated without any effect on the utterance [5].

We adopt a theoretical framework (Language Into Act Theory) [6, 7, 8] developed through empirical corpus research that identifies such expressions as dialogic information units. Dialogic units are prosodically delimited linguistic expressions that function regulating the communicative interaction [6, 9]. In Language into Act Theory [6-8], the referring unit for the analysis of the spoken language is the utterance, defined as the linguistic counterpart of a speech act. The utterance is the shortest linguistic unit that can be pragmatically interpreted and is delimited in the speech flow by prosodic boundaries that bear a conclusive value. The utterance may be organized in a single prosodic unit (simple utterance) or it can be prosodically parsed into two or more units (compound utterance), creating a prosodic pattern [10]. The units of a prosodic pattern are associated with information functions, through which information is patterned in the utterance.

Informational Patterning Hypothesis [7, 11] proposes that there is a systematic correspondence between the prosodic pattern and the information pattern of an utterance. Information Units (IU) are classified into textual and dialogic. Textual units participate to the construction of the semantic content of the utterance. Dialogic units are devoted to the successful pragmatic performance of the utterance (e.g. to regulate the relationship between speakers). Every utterance has at least one Comment unit, since it is the Comment that bears the utterance's illocutionary force. The Comment is the only necessary and sufficient unit to form an utterance. Textual functions are: (a) Topic – identifies the domain of application for the illocution; (b) Appendix of comment – integrates the text of the comment; (c) Appendix of topic – integration of the information given in the topic; (d) Parenthesis – adds information with metalinguistic value; (e) Locutive introducer – signals a change of point of view on the subsequent locution. The dialogic functions are: (a) Incipit – opens the communicative channel while signals a contrastive value with the previous utterance; (b) Conative – pushes the listener to take part in an adequate way in the dialogue; (c) Phatic – ensures the maintenance of the communicative channel; (d) Allocutive – specifies to whom the message is directed; (e) Expressive - emotional support of the utterance; (f) Discourse Connector – signals the continuity of the discourse while establishes a relation between the previous and following units.

We present two samples of spoken corpora that received tagging at the information structure level according to the Language into Act Theory. The Italian sample comes from the C-ORAL-ROM [12] (Italian section) and the Brazilian sample comes from C-ORAL-BRASIL [13]. Our main goals are to show the distribution of information units in both languages and to discuss some interesting aspects regarding the usage of dialogic units in Brazilian and Italian. The samples come from informal sections of oral corpora containing a broad variety of
communicative situations and were selected for a strict comparison with each other. The Italian sample contains 29414 words, 5286 utterances and 11517 prosodic/information units. The Brazilian Portuguese sample has 31318 words, 5483 utterances and 9825 prosodic/information units. We extracted the data through IPIC, a theoretically-bound XML Database designed for the study of linear relation among Informative Units in spoken language corpora [14]. The data were tabulated and we analyzed the frequencies and distribution of all information units in both samples. Additionally, we investigate the specific features of dialogic units regarding its position in the utterance.

Results show a prevalence of compound utterances in Italian (30%) in comparison with Brazilian (23%) that is statistically significant (chi-square=52,848 – p<0.0001). Furthermore, in Italian information is more likely to be patterned at the textual level, with high occurrence of compound Utterances with only textual IU (44% of all compound Utterances). On the contrary, Brazilian presents a more frequent use of dialogic IU (51% of all compound Utterances), specially Expressives and Allocutives. Differences in information patterning strategies are also noted when we compare the most recurrent information patterns: Italian tends to organize information in Topic-Comment structures (5.8% of all information patterns) while Brazilian shows a relevant use of illocutive patterns (Multiple Comments, 5.2% of all information patterns). The use of dialogic units also differs among Brazilian and Italian. In Brazilian, we have 42% of Phatics, 16% of Discourse Connectors, 13% of Expressives, 13% of Allocutives, 9% of Incipits and 7% of Conatives. The dialogic units in Italian have the following rank: 46% of Phatics, 29% of Incipits, 9% of Discourse Connectors, 8% of Conatives, 5% of Allocutives and 3% of Expressives. Comparing Brazilian and Italian with respect to all the dialogic units, we note that Brazilian uses much more Expressives and Allocutives, while Italian uses much more Incipits and Conatives. When we look at the distribution of dialogic units regarding its position inside the utterance, we notice that the Expressives are very often employed to open the utterance and/or to take the turn. In Italian, those functions are mostly performed by Incipits.

These differences suggest cultural influences in language use. Dialogic units are strongly linked to the interaction (and not the semantic content of the utterance) and therefore, sensitive to cultural nuances. Allocutives and Expressives are signs of social cohesion in discourse, while Incipits signal the speaker's opposition with respect to the previous utterance. It is likely that in Brazilian culture the Incipit is perceived as an aggressive way to take the turn or begin the utterance. For this reason, Brazilian tends to prefer Expressives to play this role.

Cross-linguistic studies are very valuable, in the sense that through the analysis of different languages we can observe which features are intrinsic to speech as a universal communicative medium and which are specific of each language. Individualizing what is specific to each language is necessary to develop and implement appropriate teaching strategies. The presence of comparable corpora and the study of the information structure in a contrastive perspective provides many useful elements for L2 teaching. It is clear that the pragmatic perspective, often invoked in education, still lacks appropriate tools of research. Corpora such as C-ORAL-ROM and the C-ORAL-BRASIL and a theoretical perspective as Language into Act Theory can provide tools to repair this deficiency.
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